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OEM portable cordless curing lamp 15600Mah battery 

dryer Wholesaler 

Atocnail 15600Mah portable cordless curing lamp wholesale. It has large size for expert 
nail dryers or who require a professional machine. It supports max 60w power that drys 
nail very fast than most of manicure light stations. CE FCC ROHS certification are 
available and pass through all security test. We can deliver the curing gel quick because 
have plastic shell in stock just need to assemble them in a full set. To meet the 
customers' over-expected pleasure , we've our sturdy group to offer our best overall 
service which incorporates advertising and marketing, product sales, designing, 
production, good quality managing, packing, warehousing and logistics for Big 
discounting China Cordless Curing lamp, We'll offer most effective top quality, quite 
possibly the most sector aggressive value, for each new and old customers with all the 
most excellent green services. Big discounting China Cordless Curing lamp, LED Curing 
Light Alloy, Now we are sincerely consider to grant brand agent in different areas and our 
agents' maximum margin of profit is the most important thing we care about. Welcome all 
of the friends and customers to join us. We have been ready to share win-win 
corporation. 

 

Cordless Curing Lamp 

Atocnail 15600Mah portable cordless curing lamp 

wholesale. It has large size for expert nail dryers or 

who require a professional machine. It supports max 

60w power that drys nail very fast than most of 

manicure light stations. CE FCC ROHS certification 

are available and pass through all security test. We 

can deliver the curing gel quick because have 

plastic shell in stock just need to assemble them in 

a full set. 
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Cordless dryer including: 
1.42 beads 

2.intelligent sensor 
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3.Plastic shell 

4.Portable hook 

4.A stand(Holder) 

5.Chip and board 

6.LED screen 

7.10s 30s 60s, and 60s 99s painless mode 

1. Product Introduction of portable cordless curing lamp 

15600Mah battery dryer 

【Upgraded Rechargeable Led Nail Lamp 】Rechargeable Pro LED Gel Nail UV 
Light,equipped with new professional designed UV+LED dual light source, with 
15600mAH battery, 4 hours continues working time after 3 hours full charging.Long-time 
Standby may cause power consumption，So if the lamp doesn't work,Please charge for 
it before use. 

【Automatic Sensor & 3 Timer Setting】The cordless led gel light has a auto hand 
infrared sensor.After turn on the device,It will automatically start when hands get in and 
automatically shut down when hands out or timer finish.After timer setting (30s/60s/99s), 
the nail lamp will keep working until the time finished . 

【Cure all kinds of Gel Nail Polish】This cordless 60w led nail lamp adopt exclusive 
technology-dual optical wavelength(365nm+405nm), makes it works with All kinds of UV 
and LED gel nail polish 

【Strong Power】This uv led gel nail lamp comes with 42pcs durable long lasting 
UV/LED light beads,compatible with all gels, non-harmful substances to the human body. 
No dead-zone, can shorten the curing time up to 50% than the traditional photo-therapy 
lamp. 

【High Quality assurance and Full Warranty】This gel nail led light is great for home and 
salon USE. It’s designed for hands and feet,Please read the manul carefully before use 
it. Plus 1 year quality warranty which guarantees a new replacement free or full refund if 
any problem. 
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2. Product Parameter (Specification) of portable cordless 

curing lamp 15600Mah battery dryer 

wavelength 365+405nm Manufacturer Atocnail industry 

Type Wireless manicure light OEM and ODM Logo,color 

3. Information of portable cordless curing lamp 15600Mah 

battery dryer 

Product name Cordless manicure lamp 

Leds 30 bulbs 

Wired or wireless Wireless curing dryer 

Life time Around 50000h 

Atocnail part number ATC-UVS10 

Color White 

Output 110v-120v 60hz input 220v-240v 50hz 

Packing size 23.00 x 21.00 x 10.50 cm 
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4. Product Details of portable cordless curing lamp 

15600Mah battery dryer 

*Built-in rechargeable lithium battery, 15600 mAH, large capacity battery, charging 2 
hours can be used for 12 hours.can be recharged, very convenient to use. 

*60W power, 42 UV/LED lamp beads, no dead angle to dry all the glue easily. 

*Shell: use of metal body design, sturdy and durable, rear fan-shaped cooling hole 
design, easy to heat, long-term use of the body is not hot. 

*42 LED dual-core lamp beads (band: 365nm, 405nm) 60W high-power, full baking 
angle, quick drying nail glue oil. 

*The above shows the amount of battery remaining, you can always understand the use 
of the battery, charge the battery in advance, will not delay the timing of baking. 

*Carrying handle design, easy to carry, unique design for durable use and fast heat 
dissipation. 
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5. Product Qualification of portable cordless curing lamp 

15600Mah battery dryer 

12 month warranty for this nail lamp 

6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of portable cordless 

curing lamp 15600Mah battery dryer 

Delivery: By Air,The UV lamp machine including battery 

Deliver time: 1-20 days for different quantity 

Price item: FOB 
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7. FAQ of portable cordless curing lamp 15600Mah battery 

dryer 

Q:Is it cordless? 
A:yes,it is. 

Q:why have the power button doesn't work and turn on? 
A:It need long press the power button 2-3 seconds to start working. 

Q:Why does sometimes on,sometimes off? 
A:In order to save power, if you don’t use it, it will automatically shut down every 10 
minutes. 
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